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Abstract
This paper describes a proof outline logic that covers most typical object-oriented language con-
structs in the presence of inheritance and subtyping. The logic is based on a weakest precondition
calculus for assignments and object allocation which takes ﬁeld shadowing into account. Dynamically
boundmethod calls are tackled with a variant of Hoare’s rule of adaptation that deals with the dynamic
allocation of objects in object-oriented programs. The logic is based on an assertion language that is
closely tailored to the abstraction level of the programming language.
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1. Introduction
Modern class-based object-oriented languages like Java and C# enable well-structured
program designs that exploit and extend existing, stable class structures. A well-designed
class comprises a set of methods that capture the essential computational tasks that need to
be performed on the (often encapsulated) data. Such designs can lead to transparent code
that is amenable to formal analysis and certiﬁcation.
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But object-oriented programming also poses several new challenges to formal analysis
techniques. One challenge, for example, is the extensible nature of the states of object-
oriented programs, which have no ﬁxed boundaries due to the dynamic allocation of objects.
Another challenge is dynamic binding, which eliminates the static connection between an
method invocation and the corresponding implementation. Inheritance furthermore leads to
the ﬁeld shadowing phenomenon, which will turn out to require a careful handling of the
types of expressions.
In this paper, we introduce a program logic for a class-based object-oriented language
with single-inheritance and subtyping as in, for example, Java. The language supports
method calls with dynamic binding and constructor methods. Methods will be allowed to
allocate new objects dynamically, which will have important consequences for reasoning
about method calls.
The program logic has two characteristic properties: Firstly, it is a proof outline logic [28].
This means that its input is an annotated program (a proof outline), and its output is a set of
veriﬁcation conditions. The logic is designed in such a way that the veriﬁcation conditions
are merely formulas from the speciﬁcation language. The second property concerns the
abstraction level of the underlying speciﬁcation language, which is closely based on the
programming language. This makes it easier for programmers to extend their programs to
proof outlines.
A proof outline is a program in which each method is annotated with a precondition and a
postcondition that outline the expected initial and ﬁnal states of the method. Moreover, we
will expect that additional formulas (intermediate assertions) describe the program state at
other important points in the code. The following example shows the notation that we will
use for proof outlines. Each method will be annotated by a precondition (requires clause)
and a postcondition (ensures clause). Intermediate assertions are preceded by the assert
keyword. The keyword result denotes the return value in the postconditions of methods.
requires true ;
ensures resulta ∧ resultb ∧ resultc ;
int 3max(int a, int b, int c) {
int r := max(a, b) ;
assert ra ∧ rb ;
r := max(r, c) ;
return r ;
}
The proof outline logic that we present describes how proof outlines, as the one above,
can be translated automatically into veriﬁcation conditions without further guidance by the
reasoner. This should be contrasted with Hoare logics [15], that in general require several
non-trivial rule applications in order to prove, for example, that the annotation of a method
call is correct.
Several constituents of the proof outline logic have appeared elsewhere. The present logic
combines a weakest precondition calculus for assignments and object allocation [31] with
a variant of Hoare’s rule of adaptation for reasoning about dynamically bound method calls
in object-oriented programs [32]. We give a uniﬁed overview of these techniques here and
extend them in order to reason about constructor methods.
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 ∈ Prog ::= class∗
class ∈ Class ::= class C ( | extends D) { x¯ constr meth∗}
constr∈Constr ::=C(u¯){ v¯ S }
meth ∈ Meth ::=m(u¯) { v¯ S return e }
S ∈ Stat ::= y := e | S ; S | u := new C(e¯) | u := e.m(e¯)
| if (e) { S } else { S } | while (e) { S }
e ∈ Expr ::= null | this | y | (C)e | e instanceof C | e ? e : e
| e = e | op(e¯)
y ∈ Loc ::= u | e.x
op ∈ Op an arbitrary operator on elements of a primitive type
Fig. 1. The syntax of the programming language.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next two sections, we introduce an object-
oriented programming language, and its corresponding speciﬁcation language.We describe
proof outlines for assignments in Section 4. Section 5 introduces techniques to describe the
effects of methods, which are used in Section 6 to optimize the adaptation rule for reasoning
about method calls. Section 7 discusses object allocation and constructor methods. Related
work is discussed in Section 8. The paper ends with conclusions and a brief discussion of
future work.
2. An object-oriented programming language
In this section, we outline the syntax and (informal) semantics of a class-based object-
oriented programming language that highlights the main features of such languages. The
language supports single-inheritance and subtyping as in Java and C#. The syntax of the
programming language is summarized in Fig. 1. The chosen syntax resembles that of Java,
although we made some minor changes that should improve the readability.
The main omission is concurrency.An error-reporting mechanism such as the exceptions
in Java would in practise also be useful, but does not seem to be a characteristic feature
of the object-oriented paradigm. Finally, we also leave out interfaces and abstract classes,
which do not seem to pose great problems from a proof-theoretical perspective.
A program  consists of a set of classes. The declaration of a class speciﬁes the name of
the class, its ﬁelds (or instance variables) denoted by the sequence x¯, a constructor method,
and a set of instance methods. We use C, D, and E as typical elements of the set of class
names. A clause C extends D indicates that class C is an extension of class D. In other
words, class C is a subclass of classD. The reﬂexive and transitive is-subclass-of relation is
denoted by. We assume that a class extends the root classObject if the clause is omitted.
A class inherits all ﬁelds and methods of its superclass. In particular, we allow classes
to declare ﬁelds with names that equal those of inherited ﬁelds. Thus, an object can have
multiple ﬁelds with the same name, which is known as ﬁeld shadowing. An expression e.x
always refers to the ﬁeld x declared in class C (where C is the static type of expression e).
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The ancestor hierarchy of class C should be searched for a ﬁeld x, starting in class C, if no
such ﬁeld is declared in class C.
Amethodm speciﬁes a sequence of formal parameters u¯, a semicolon separated sequence
of additional local variables v¯, a statement S and the return value e. We omitted type
declarations in the deﬁnition of the syntax for brevity, but in concrete examples we will
annotate variable and method declarations with the necessary type information in the usual
way. The formal parameters and the sequence v¯ make up the local variables of the method.
The scope of a local variable is the method to which it belongs.We use u as a typical element
of the set of local variables of a method. It denotes either a formal parameter or an additional
local variable from v¯.
Classes are allowed to override inherited methods in order to enable dynamic method
binding, but we rule out method overloading for simplicity. Each class may also declare a
constructor method. The declaration of a constructor method is similar to that of a normal
method declaration, but constructor methods always carry the name of the enclosing class.
Constructor methods have no return value.
Assignments are divided in two kinds. Assignments to local variables have the form
u := e. Assignments to instance variables have the form e.x := e′.
Method invocations are denoted by e.m(e¯). The object e is the receiver of the method
m, and e¯ is a comma-separated parameter list of expressions. A statement u := new C(e¯)
allocates a new object and consequently calls the constructor method of classC.Afterwards,
a reference to the new object is assigned to the local variable u. The other statements are
standard.
The expressions that are listed in Fig. 1 are a minimal subset that sufﬁces. The instanceof
operator is used to obtain information about the run-time (allocated) type of an object. An
expression e instanceof C is true if e denotes an instance of (some subclass of) class C or
null. An expression e1 ? e2 : e3 is a conditional expression. The value of this expression is
the value of e2 if e1 evaluates to true, and e3 otherwise.
Casts of the form (C)e change the type of the expression e to C. The value of (C)e is
simply the value of e, but its value is undeﬁned if e is not an instance of a subclass of class
C or null. Casts are used in the proof outline logic to refer to shadowed ﬁelds. Consider,
for example, two classes C and D that both declare a ﬁeld x. Let D be a subclass of class
C. The expression u.x, where u is a local variable of type D, refers to the ﬁeld declared in
class D, but ((C)u).x denotes the ﬁeld declared in class C.
We only consider two primitive types in this paper: int and boolean. We will tacitly
assume that all programs are well-typed.We refer to the type of an expression e by [|e|]. The
variable t ranges over the set of types.
A deﬁnition of the formal semantics of this language is straightforward but tedious
(see [30]).
3. The assertion language
The ease of use of a program logic is to a large extent determined by its speciﬁcation
language. The language should be easy to understand by programmers, but strong enough to
express the desired program properties. We try to meet both criteria by allowing a minimal
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requires this.x = X ∧ u = U ;
ensures result = X ∧ this.x = U ;
int getAndSet(int u)
int v := this.x ;
this.x := u ;
return v ;
}
Fig. 2. Using logical variables.
set of additional expressions in formulas. The resulting assertion language is called AsO
(Assertion language for Object structures). We describe the syntax and semantics of AsO
in this section.
The set of expressions in AsO is deﬁned by the grammar that is obtained by extending
the grammar for the set of program expressions Expr in Fig. 1 with the following clauses.
l ∈ LExpr ::= . . . | undef | z | z[l] | z.length.
Object-oriented speciﬁcation languages inevitably contain expressions like l.x and (C)l
whose values are not deﬁned in certain program states. In the speciﬁcation language we
reserve a special value for such expressions. The keyword undef refers to this value. It
can be compared to all other expressions. For example, the formula u = null implies that
u.x = undef is valid. The value of undeﬁned expressions is different from the value of null.
The variable z stands for an arbitrary logical variable; in concrete examples we usually
use capital letters for logical variables. A logical variable is simply a placeholder for an
arbitrary value. Logical variables can, for example, be used to refer to the old value of a
variable in the postcondition of a method, as is done in the example in Fig. 2 by means of
the logical variables X and U.
The only addition that is needed to strengthen the language are ﬁnite sequences. We
introduce ﬁnite sequences in the language by allowing logical variables of type t∗ for some
type t of the programming language.Thismeans that its value is a ﬁnite sequence of elements
from the domain of t. The length of a sequence z is denoted by z.length. We write z[l] to
select the element at position l in the sequence z. A sequence of length n can be indexed
by the integers 0 to n− 1. An expression z[l] is undeﬁned if l is out of bounds. These two
operators are the only valid operators on sequences.
Finite sequences are needed to specify topological properties of object structures. For
example, it enables us to express that a new object is different from all old objects, as is
illustrated by an example below. Finite sequences are also essential for our adaptation rule
as will become clear in Section 6.
Formulas in AsO are built from expressions in the usual way.
P,Q ∈ Ass ::= l | ¬P |P ∧Q | (∃z : t • P).
A formula (∃z : C • P) means that P holds for an existing object of (a subclass of) class C
or null. A formula (∃z : C∗ • P) indicates that P holds for a sequence of such objects. We
sometimes omit the type in a quantiﬁed formula if it is clear from the context.
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The standard abbreviations like p ∨ q for ¬(¬p ∧ ¬q), p → q for ¬(p ∧ ¬q), and
(∀z •P) for the formula ¬(∃z • ¬P) are valid. We also use two other useful abbreviations.
A formula z ∈ z′ will stand for (∃i • 0 i < z′.length ∧ z = z′[i]), and z  z′ abbreviates
the formula (∀i • 0 i < z.length → z[i] ∈ z′).
As explained above, the evaluation of expressions may yield the value of undef, which
stands for ‘undeﬁned’. The semantics of speciﬁcations is, however, easier to understand if
the value of an assertion is always either true or false, but not undeﬁned. To achieve this,
we implicitly compare basic boolean assertions of the form l to true. This maps undeﬁned
assertions to false because the equality operator is non-strict in the sense that its result is
never undeﬁned. For example, the value of an assertion u.x > 5 is false if u is equal to null.
We end this section with another example. As claimed above, allowing ﬁnite sequences
in the language enables us to express that a certain object is fresh. Let H : Object∗ be a
logical variable. The proof outline
assert (∀o : Object • o ∈ H) ;
u := new Object() ;
assert ¬(u ∈ H) ;
states that the new object did not exist prior to its creation.
4. Assignments
In this section we will describe weakest precondition operations for the basic assign-
ments in object-oriented languages. We have to distinguish assignments to local variables
from assignments to ﬁelds because the latter involve reasoning about aliases. The weakest
precondition operation for simple assignments to local variables will already reveal the con-
sequences of the ﬁeld shadowing phenomenon for logics of object-oriented programming
languages.
4.1. Assignments to local variables and ﬁeld shadowing
Theweakest precondition of a simple assignmentu := e (whereudenotes a local variable)
normally corresponds to the substitution operation [e/u], which replaces all occurrences of u
in an assertion by e [14]. This step ismotivated by observing that u (after the assignment) has
the value of e in the state before the assignment. This motivation also holds for assignments
in object-oriented programs, but it ignores the fact that the type of e and u may differ in
languages with subtyping. The usual, more liberal constraint of subtyping is that the type
of e is a subtype of the type of the left-hand side.
This observation has important consequences, that we will explain by means of an exam-
ple. The example concerns a class C with a subclass D, which both declare a ﬁeld x. Now
consider the partial proof outline in Fig. 3. We assume that the local variable v has type
C, whereas the local variable u has static type D. The question is if the stated precondition
of the assignment sufﬁces to ensure that v.x = 5 holds after the assignment. The object
u has two ﬁelds x (the one declared in class D and the one inherited from class C). The
precondition ensures that the ﬁeld x declared in class D has value 5 but it is silent about
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…
assert u.x = 5 ;
v := u ;
assert v.x = 5 ;
…
Fig. 3. Example: ﬁeld shadowing.
the other ﬁeld. The postcondition v.x = 5 requires that ﬁeld x declared in class C equals 5,
which is not ensured by the precondition despite the fact that (v.x = 5)[u/v] ≡ u.x = 5.
The lesson of this example is that subtyping and ﬁeld shadowing require a careful han-
dling of types in program logics. The proper precondition is computed if one ensures that
the substitution operation replaces the left-hand side by an expression that not only has the
same value, but also the same type. Cast expressions can be used for this purpose.
The proper weakest precondition operation is obtained by redeﬁning the essential case
of the substitution operation [e/u] as follows, where C is the static type of u.
u[e/u] ≡ (C)e.
The cast can be omitted if u and e have the same type.All other cases of the substitution [e/u]
remain the same. That is, they correspond to the standard structural substitution operation.
Wewill assume that an operation of the form [e/u] corresponds to the enhanced substitution
operation in the sequel.
Elsewhere, we have proved that the new substitution operation computes the weakest
precondition of an assignment u := e [31]. Therefore a proof outline of the form
assert P ; u := e ; assert Q ;
is correct if P → Q[e/u] is logically valid.
The ﬁeld shadowing problem can also be tackled by a preprocessing step that dis-
ambiguates ﬁelds by annotating them with the classes in which they are declared (see,
e.g., [22]). We rejected that solution because it entails an additional deviation from the
abstraction level of the programming language that leads to less readable veriﬁcation
conditions.
4.2. Assignments to ﬁelds
Assignments to ﬁelds differ from assignments to local variables because ﬁelds belong to
an object, and objects may have aliases.An expression of the form e.x may denote the same
location as an expression e′.x if e and e′ refer to the same object. Local variables belong to
methods, which have no aliases. But aliases are not the only problem. The ﬁeld shadowing
problem also plays a role here.
Recall from Section 2 that [|e|] designates the type of expression e. We denote the class
in which a ﬁeld x of an expression e.x is declared by origin([|e|], x). This deﬁnition enables
us to stipulate when two ﬁelds are aliases. An access expression e.x denotes the same heap
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location as another access expression e′.x iff the following conditions hold:
e= e′, (1)
origin([|e|], x)= origin([|e′|], x). (2)
Condition (2) can be resolved statically by inspecting the class deﬁnitions. It is not possible,
however, to resolve the ﬁrst condition statically because one cannot determine, in general,
beforehand if two expressions will be equal at run-time. In special circumstances one can
determine that two expressions e and e′ cannot be aliases. That is the case if the types of
the two expressions are unrelated. If neither [|e|]  [|e′|] nor [|e′|]  [|e|] is the case, then the
domains of the two types are disjoint, which implies that the expressions cannot be equal
(the special case where both expressions equal null will not play a role).
The described conditions can be used to deﬁne a weakest precondition operation [e′/e.x]
for an assignment e.x := e′ to a ﬁeld.Obviously, themost interesting case of this substitution
operation is l.x[e′/e.x] because l.x may be an alias of the expression e.x. The substitution
should replace l.x by e′ if it is an alias of the location e.x. As explained above, we cannot
always determine statically if this is the case. In such circumstances we use a conditional
expression that leaves both possibilities open, which results in the following cases.
(l.x)[e′/e.x] ≡


l′ = e ? ([|l.x|])e′ : l′.x if [|l|]  [|e|] or [|e|]  [|l|] and
origin([|l|], x) = origin([|e|], x)
l′.x otherwise,
where l′ ≡ (l[e′/e.x]).
Again, thecast canbeomitted if the typesof l.x ande′ are the same.Wehave (l.y)[e′/e.x]≡
(l[e′/e.x]).y for any ﬁeld y ≡ x because ﬁeld names have no aliases. All other cases of the
substitution operation also correspond to the structural substitution operation.
We ﬁnish this section with an example. Fig. 4 shows a small class that models a clock.
Clocks have a method that synchronizes the time of the clock with that of a master clock
in such a way that all clocks lag one tick behind the master clock. The precondition of this
sync method requires that the clock that is synchronized is not the master clock itself. We
can show that this requirement is necessary by computing the weakest precondition of the
postcondition with regard to the body of the method. That is, we will compute
(this.time = c.time− 1)[c.time− 1/this.time],
which is by the deﬁnition of the substitution operation equal to
((this.time)[c.time−1/this.time]) = ((c.time− 1)[c.time−1/this.time]).
The left-hand side of this equality is computed as follows:
(this.time)[c.time−1/this.time]
≡ (this[c.time−1/this.time])= this?c.time−1:(this[c.time−1/this.time]).time
≡ (this = this ? c.time− 1 : this.time).
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class Clock {
int time ;
…
requires ¬(this = c) ;
ensures this.time = c.time− 1 ;
void sync(Clock c) {
this.time := c.time− 1 ;
}
}
Fig. 4. Example: aliasing.
The right-hand side is computed similarly.
(c.time− 1)[c.time−1/this.time]
≡ ((c.time[c.time−1/this.time])− (1[c.time−1/this.time])
≡ ((c[c.time−1/this.time])= this?c.time−1:(c[c.time−1/this.time]).time)−1
≡ (c = this ? c.time− 1 : c.time)− 1.
By combining the two resulting formulas we obtain the desired weakest precondition
(this = this ? c.time− 1 : this.time) = (c = this ? c.time− 1 : c.time)− 1,
which is equivalent to
(c.time− 1) = (c = this ? c.time− 1 : c.time)− 1.
This formula clearly only holds if the value of c differs from the value of this. This example
shows how the weakest precondition calculus for ﬁeld assignments reveals possible aliases
to the reasoner.
5. The effects of a method
The effects of a computation describe how mutable, persistent data is accessed by the
computation. This includes both the reading and writing of data [13]. We will show in the
next section how knowledge of the write effects of a method can be exploited in reasoning
about method calls. For this purpose, we provide a simple formal approximation of the
write effects of a method in this section. In addition, we introduce a new type of effects that
describe the heap extensions that are caused by a computation. We will call these effects
the creational effects of a computation.
Effect information can be used to ensure that a method computation does not alter parts
of the state. In particular, we will use write effects to ensure that particular ﬁelds of an
object are not modiﬁed by the corresponding method. This allows us to prove claims about
ﬁelds in the postcondition of a method call on the basis of information in its precondition.
A ﬁeld in a write effect will actually denote a set of ﬁelds: one for each object of a class
that inherits this ﬁeld.
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Creational effects specify the types of allocated objects. This information can be used in
a similar way. Consider, for example, the following proof outline.
assert (∀o : C • o.x > 1) ;
e.m() ;
assert (∀o : C • o.x > 1) ;
To validate the annotation of the invocation of method m it is not sufﬁcient to know that
method m does not assign to ﬁeld x. One also needs the assurance that it does not allocate
new objects of class C.
The effects of a method will be a pair consisting of the creational effects and the write
effects of the method. The creational effects are the set of types of objects that are allocated
during a computation. Write effects are simply a set of ﬁelds. A ﬁeld is characterized by
a pair that consists of the class in which the ﬁeld is declared and its identiﬁer. We denote
effects by  or by its pair of constituents (cs, fs). In the rest of this section we give a formal
deﬁnition of the effects of a method.
The effects of a program entity PE (a statement or a method implementation) is denoted
by eﬀ(PE)(∅). The last parameter of the function eﬀ is a set of methods ms of which the
effects should not be included because they have already been considered. This additional
parameter is necessary because the function would otherwise be undeﬁned for (mutually)
recursive methods. The deﬁnition of the function eﬀ that we give below ensures that each
method implementation is considered at most once.
Let meth ≡ m(u¯){ v¯ S return e } be a method declaration in some class C. The effects of
this method are the effects of its body.
eﬀ(meth)(ms) =
{
eﬀ(S)(ms ∪ {(C,m)}) if (C,m) /∈ ms,
(∅,∅) otherwise.
The effects of basic statements are straightforward. The union of two effects (cs1, fs1) and
(cs2, fs2) as used below is simply (cs1 ∪ cs2, fs1 ∪ fs2).
eﬀ(u := e)(ms) = (∅,∅),
eﬀ(e.x := e′)(ms) = (∅, {(origin([|e|], x), x)}),
eﬀ(S1 ; S2)(ms) = eﬀ(S1)(ms) ∪ eﬀ(S2)(ms),
eﬀ(u := new C())(ms) = ({C},∅),
eﬀ(if (e) { S1 } else { S2 })(ms) = eﬀ(S1)(ms) ∪ eﬀ(S2)(ms),
eﬀ(while (e) { S })(ms) = eﬀ(S)(ms).
Finally, we will deﬁne the effect of a method invocation e.m(e¯). Due to dynamic binding
we cannot (in general) statically determine which implementation will be bound to this call.
Therefore we have to consider all possibilities. We denote the set of classes that provide an
implementation for this call by impls([|e|],m). In general, impls(C,m) denotes the set of
classes that contains
• class C if it provides an implementation of method m or otherwise the class from which
C inherits the implementation of method m;
• All subclasses of class C that provide an implementation of method m.
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Let impl(C,m) denote the implementation of method m in class C. The deﬁnition of the
ﬁnal clause is then as follows:
eﬀ(u := e.m(e¯))(ms) = ⋃
C∈impls([|e|],m)
(eﬀ(impl(C,m))(ms)).
There is an interesting analogy between write effects and modiﬁes clauses [17]. The write
effects of methods can presumably be derived from their modiﬁes clauses. Write effects
exactly capture the information that can be employed to optimize the reasoning rule for
method invocations that we describe in the following section. Moreover, they do not result
in additional proof obligations, something which does not hold for modiﬁes clauses (see,
e.g., [22]). However, modiﬁes clauses may be a useful abstraction mechanism for method
speciﬁcations, and it would be worthwhile to further investigate their similarity to write
effects.Modiﬁes clauses of open programs can be speciﬁed using data groups [18].Modiﬁes
clauses do not describe the creational effects of methods.We are not aware of previous work
that shows the relevance of this kind of information to reasoning about method calls.
6. Method calls and the rule of adaptation
The rule for reasoning aboutmethod calls in object-oriented programs thatwewill present
in this section distinguishes our proof outline logic from other Hoare logics for object-
oriented programs.Wewill use a new variant ofHoare’s rule of adaptation [15] for reasoning
about method calls. It is more common to use a set of simpler rules (see, e.g., [3]) instead
of the seemingly complex adaptation rule. Within a Hoare logic, one can perform several
rule applications to prove a method call speciﬁcation. This process must—except in simple
cases—be guided by the reasoner.An object-oriented adaptation rule automatically reduces
the veriﬁcation burden to a formula in the assertion language, which is a characteristic
property of a proof outline logic.
6.1. Weakest precondition vs. strongest postcondition
Commonly, a rule of adaptation computes the weakest precondition of a method call
that can be inferred on the basis of the speciﬁcation of the corresponding method and the
postcondition of the call. In a proof outline logic, onemust check if the provided precondition
implies this weakest precondition.
Unfortunately, one cannot adapt the weakest-precondition adaptation rule to an object-
oriented setting because it quantiﬁes over the entire ﬁnal state of themethod call (cf. [15,27])
in a formula that should be evaluated in the state before the call. This includes the ﬁelds
of objects that were allocated during the execution of the method. Our assertion language,
however, only describes properties of existing objects. It seems, therefore, impossible to
state such a rule given the abstraction level of the assertion language.
The alternative strongest postcondition variant of the adaptation rule is more promis-
ing. The set of objects that existed before the call is simply a subset of the objects in
the ﬁnal state. We will show how this can be expressed in the assertion language in the
following section.
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A weakest precondition variant of the rule of adaptation for a procedural language with
global variables can be obtained by following a general analysis of adaptation rules by
Olderog [27], but it was also stated by Zwiers et al. [37].We will restate it below in order to
explain the enhancements that are needed for object-oriented programs. Let callm be a call
of procedure m in a language with global variables. Suppose we want to prove correctness
of the following proof outline of this call:
assert P ; callm ; assert Q ;
Let implm be the implementation of methodm in the context of this call.We assume that this
implementation is annotated with precondition P ′ and postcondition Q′. Let x¯ be a list of
the program variables that are modiﬁed by this implementation. The veriﬁcation condition
of this call is then given by the following formula:
P [y¯/x¯] ∧ ∀z¯(P ′[y¯/x¯] → Q′) → Q. (3)
Here y¯ denotes a list of fresh logical variables of equal length as the list x¯, and z¯ is a
list of the logical variables that occur free in P ′ or Q′. The variables in y¯ represent the
initial values of the corresponding program variables x¯. The substitution [y¯/x¯] replaces
all program variables x¯ by logical variables. By substituting all program variables in the
preconditions P and P ′ the veriﬁcation condition emphasizes that these formulas describe
the initial state before the call.
The veriﬁcation condition quantiﬁes over the logical variables in the speciﬁcation of the
procedure. Thus, it reﬂects that these variables are merely place-holders for arbitrary values
that may be instantiated for a particular call.
6.2. A model of the old heap
Tobe able to state the veriﬁcation conditions ofmethod calls in anobject-oriented program
wemust ﬁrst ﬁnd a counterpart of the list x¯ of state locations that aremodiﬁed by themethod.
The answer to this question is provided by the effect of a method as described in Section
5. The write effects of a method are the set of heap locations that are modiﬁed during the
call. It is important to observe that the local variables of the caller are not changed during
this period. Only the assignment of the result value can possibly modify one particular local
variable.
The write effects specify which ﬁelds are modiﬁed.An important next step is therefore to
introduce logical variables (as a counterpart of the list y¯) that can represent the old values
of these locations. We meet this requirement by means of a model of the heap in terms of
logical variables.
We model the old heap by means of a fresh logical variable  of type Object∗. This
sequence is used to store all objects that are allocated in the old heap. Next, we introduce
logical variables for all ﬁelds that are declared in the program. Let ﬁeld x : t be declared in
class C. Then, we introduce a logical variable (xC) of type t∗ that will contain the values
of this ﬁeld, with one entry for each object of class C. The idea is that if an object o is stored
at position i in the sequence  then the value of o.x is (xC)[i]. This model of the old heap
presupposes that one can ﬁnd the index of an object in the old heap. We use a (skolem)
function f for this purpose, which will yield the index in the old heap of every object.
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This model of the old heap is axiomatized as follows:
• (∀i • 0 i < .length → f([i]) = i),
which states that the index function yields the index of each object in . It also implies
that each object occurs at most once in the old heap. (Note that it would be erroneous
to assume that each object occurs in the old heap because that would imply that objects
that are created by the method also already existed in the old heap.)
• (xC)  ,
for every ﬁeld x : D declared in some class C if D is a reference type. This formula
states that there are no dangling references in the old heap.
We denote the conjunction of these formulas by heap1. The resulting formula may be used
as an assumption when proving veriﬁcation conditions of method calls.
6.3. Bounded quantiﬁcation
Methods canmodify the heap by assigning to ﬁelds, but they can also extend it by creating
new objects. This causes a change of the scope of quantiﬁers. Suppose, for example, that
the formula (∀z : Object • z = this) is the precondition of a method call. This formula
states that the present receiver is the only existing object in the state prior to the call. It is
clearly not valid after the call if the method allocates new objects.
The quantiﬁcation domains in preconditions are a subset of the objects in the old heap,
which somehow should bemade explicit. Recall from the previous section that the sequence
models the old heap.We therefore restrict quantiﬁcation over objects of a classC to objects
in this sequence in assertions that describe the state prior to a call if the creational effects of
a method indicate that the heap is extended with new objects of this class C. The following
deﬁnition of bounded quantiﬁcation formally deﬁnes the desired form of formulas.
Let  be the sequence that models the objects in the old heap. Let  = (cs, fs) be the
effects of the method that is called. Then, we deﬁne the bounded variant (∃z : t • P) of
an expression (∃z : t • P) as follows:
(∃z : t • P) ≡ (∃z : t • P) for t ∈ {int(∗), boolean(∗)},
(∃z : C • P) ≡
{
(∃z : C • z ∈  ∧ P) if∨C′∈cs(C′  C),
(∃z : C • P) otherwise,
(∃z : C∗ • P) ≡
{
(∃z : C∗ • z   ∧ P) if ∨C′∈cs(C′  C),
(∃z : C∗ • P) otherwise.
Note that quantiﬁcation becomes bounded if the creational effects list a subclass of the class
that we consider. This is the right condition because the quantiﬁcation domain of a class
includes objects of subclasses.
6.4. Mapping assertions on the old heap
What is still missing is an object-oriented counterpart of the substitution [y¯/x¯] as de-
scribed in Eq. (3) in Section 6.1. An object-oriented variant of this operation should map
assertions on the old heap. This can be achieved by combining the results of the previous
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two sections. The operation should restrict quantiﬁcation to the old heap, and it must replace
modiﬁed ﬁelds by their logical counterparts.
We denote the syntactical operation that maps assertions on the old heap by . It takes
the effects of a method into account. Themost interesting case of this operation is (l.x).
It replaces l.x by its value in the old heap as described above. Let  = (cs, fs). Assume that
origin([|l|], x) = C (ﬁeld x is deﬁned in class C). Then, we deﬁne this case as follows:
(l.x) ≡
{
(xC)[f(l)] if (C, x) ∈ fs,
(l).x otherwise.
We only substitute the ﬁeld if the write effects indicate that the method possibly changes
its value.
Quantiﬁcation is restricted by the operation, as witnessed by the following case:
(∃z : t (P )) ≡ ∃z¯ : t (P )).
The operation  proceeds recursively without direct changes in all other cases.
6.5. Veriﬁcation conditions of method calls
With the operation that is introduced above we can describe the veriﬁcation condition of
a method call in an object-oriented program. We ﬁrst state it for method calls that can only
correspond to a single implementation, which is the case for private methods or methods
that are not overridden in subclasses.We generalize our result to method calls with dynamic
binding in the following section. Our starting point is the following general scheme of proof
outlines of method calls.
assert P ; u := e.m(e¯) ; assert Q ;
We will assume that the corresponding method implementation is annotated with a precon-
dition P ′ and a postconditionQ′. Moreover, we assume that u¯ are the formal parameters of
the method. Let  be the effects of this implementation. Then
heap2 ∧ P  ∧ (∀z¯¯ • (P ′[e, e¯/this, u¯] ∧ rec = e) → (∃v¯ •Q′[rec/this]))
→ Q[result/u]
(4)
is the veriﬁcation condition that corresponds to this call, which will be explained in detail
below.
A new element in this veriﬁcation condition is the predicate heap2. This assumption
supplies additional information concerning the old heap. It consists of the following parts:
• ∧u∈Uu ∈ , where U is the set of all local variables of a class type that occur either in
P, Q or ei , for i ∈ {0 . . . n}, and
• ∧ni=0ei ∈ .
The ﬁrst clause states that the local variables of the caller reference objects in the old heap;
the second clause says the same about the actual parameters of the call. Actual parameters
of a primitive type can and must be omitted.
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Other new elements are the formula rec = e and the substitution [rec/this]. The special-
purpose logical variable rec denotes the receiver. It has the same type as this. These two
amendments reﬂect the fact that the receiver is not changed during the execution of the body.
Note that the value of the expression e may be changed during the call. The substitution
[rec/this] corresponds to the operation [e/u] in Section 4.1, where this is treated as a local
variable.
The list z¯ again contains all logical variables that occur free in P ′ or Q′ (except the
special-purpose logical variable result that denotes the result value). The sequence v¯ is
a sequence of all local variables that occur free in Q′[rec/this]. We quantify over these
variables to prevent confusion with local variables of the caller in P or Q. The precondition
of the method P ′ may only mention the formal parameters and this.All other local variables
are out of scope in P ′.
The simultaneous substitution [e, e¯/this, u¯] models the context switch. It replaces this
by e, and the formal parameters u¯ by the actual parameters e¯. The substitution is formally
deﬁned as the generalization of the substitution that is introduced in Section 4.1 because it
should also preserve the type of expressions. Again, this is treated as a local variable.
The special-purpose logical variable result denotes the result value, and is therefore only
allowed in postconditions of methods. The substitution [result/u] models the assignment
of this value to u.
The given veriﬁcation condition can easily be adapted to other types of method calls.
For example, the veriﬁcation condition of a statement e′.x := e.(e¯) is obtained by replac-
ing the substitution [result/u] by [result/e′.x]. The substitution [result/u] can be dropped
if the method has no return value.A callm(e¯) to a static method can be checked by omitting
the substitution [e/this] in [e, e¯/this, u¯]. The proof obligation of a call to an overridden
method in a superclass, which has the form super(e¯) in Java, is (4) with [e/this] replaced
by [this/this]. The substitution [this/this] is not redundant because it may insert a cast in
front of the receiver keyword this. The keyword this that is replaced has the type of the
class in which the overridden method is declared, whereas the inserted occurrence of this
has the type of the subclass in which the call occurs.
6.6. An example
The rule as given above is certainlymore complex thatmost otherwell-knownHoare rules.
Its complexity is partly caused by the inherent complexity of object-oriented programs, but
it also stems from the fact that the rule of adaptation is equivalent to a set of Hoare rules
[27]. The main advantage of the rule is that its veriﬁcation condition can be computed
automatically. Thus it can be conveniently applied to proof outlines.
We give a small example proof outline and the resulting veriﬁcation condition in this
section. The example mainly illustrates the elegant way in which the rule handles local
variables. The example proof outline is listed in Fig. 5. It concerns a simple class with
two methods. The capital letters denote logical variables. The call this.setX(u) is preceded
by an intermediate assertion that is the precondition of the call. This assertion has to be
supplied by the reasoner because we have no rule that computes the weakest precondition
of a method invocation. The postcondition of this call is obtained by substituting result in
the postcondition of the method by b. This call has the following veriﬁcation condition if
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class C {
int x ;
requires u = U ;
ensures this.x = U ;
void setX(int u) {
this.x := u ;
}
requires u = U ∧ this.x = X ;
ensures this.x = U ∧ result = (X = U) ;
boolean testAndSetX(int u) {
boolean b ;
b := (this.x = u) ;
assert u = U ∧ b = (X = U) ;
this.setX(u) ;
return b ;
}
}
Fig. 5. Example: method calls and local variables.
the setX method is not overridden in a subclass.
this ∈  ∧ u ∈  ∧ u = U ∧ b = (X = U)
∧∀rec : C • (∀U : int • u = U ∧ rec = this → rec.x = U))
→ this.x = U ∧ b = (X = U)
The effects of the setX-method are (∅, {(C, x)}). That is, it creates no new objects and only
modiﬁes ﬁeld x in class C. That explains why quantiﬁcation in this veriﬁcation condition is
not bounded. The formula this ∈  ∧ u ∈  is the predicate heap2; it is not essential for the
validity of this veriﬁcation condition. The consequent of this veriﬁcation condition follows
from its antecedent if one chooses this for rec, and u for U.
Observe that the clause b = (X = U) in the precondition of the call can be used to
prove the same clause in the postcondition. The speciﬁcation of the setX method is not
connected to the local variables of the caller in any way. This important separation of
concerns is enabled by the adaptation rule. We present a more complex example after our
discussion of dynamic binding in the following section.
6.7. Dynamic binding
Dynamic binding destroys the static connection between a method call and its imple-
mentation. The call is bound to the implementation of the class of the receiver, which is
unknown at compile time. This issue can be met by
• generating one veriﬁcation condition for each implementation, and
• strengthening the antecedents of the veriﬁcation conditions with information concerning
the class of the receiver for each case.
The latter information can be used to rule out certain cases if the precondition of the call
provides additional information concerning the class of the receiver.An alternative solution
is to employ behavioral subtyping [20] to ensure that implementations behave similar to
the method implementations that they override. This reduces the number of veriﬁcation
conditions for each call to one, but we doubt whether it is possible to obtain a (relatively)
complete logic using behavioral subtyping.Note thatwe only discuss reasoning about closed
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programs; incorporating behavioral subtyping may be a viable way to extend our results to
open programs.
Suppose again that we consider a call u := e.m(e¯). Recall that impls([|e|],m) denotes
the set of classes that provide an implementation for this call. This set tells us how many
implementations we must consider.
The additional information for the antecedent of the veriﬁcation condition characterizes
the set of classes that inherit the corresponding implementation. A class inherits the im-
plementation in class C if it is a subclass of class C and it is not a subclass of some class
that overrides the implementation in class C. We denote the set of classes that override the
implementation of methodm in classC by overrides(C)(m).We haveD ∈ overrides(C)(m)
if the following conditions hold.
• Class D is a proper subclass of class C.
• Class D provides an implementation of method m.
• Class C has no other proper subclass E such that D is a proper subclass of E, and E also
provides an implementation of method m.
This deﬁnition enables us to express in the assertion language the conditions underwhich the
call is bound to a particular implementation in class C, which happens when
e instanceof C ∧∧D∈overrides(C)(m) ¬(e instanceof D). We denote this formula by
boundto(e, C,m).
Let impls([|e|],m) = {C1, . . . , Ck}. For each of these classes we generate a veriﬁcation
condition. Let u¯i be the formal parameters of the implementation of method m in class Ci ,
with precondition Pi , postcondition Qi , and effects i . The veriﬁcation condition Vi for
the implementation in class Ci is the following implication.
heap2 ∧ P i ∧ boundto(e, Ci,m)i ∧
(∀z¯i¯ • (Pi[e, e¯/this, u¯i] ∧ rec = e)i → (∃v¯i •Qi[rec/this])) → Q[result/u]
(Vi)
Note that we have strengthened the antecedent with the clause that implies that the receiver
is an object of a class that inherits the implementation of class Ci . In all other aspects this
veriﬁcation condition is deﬁned in the same way as (4). The operation i is simply the
instantiation of the operation  with the effects i .
6.8. Another example
In this section, we describe a somewhat larger example proof outline and its resulting
veriﬁcation conditions. The example involves dynamic binding and heap modiﬁcations.
Consider the class Clock and its subclass FastClock in Fig. 6. The subclass overrides the
tick method: fast clocks run twice as fast as normal clocks. Now assume that we want a
method doubleTick that aims to increment the time of a clock by two. This method has to
treat fast clocks differently because one call to their tick method sufﬁces for these clocks.
The proof outline of this method is given below. It has two intermediate assertions that
clarify the intermediate states.
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class Clock {
int time ;
…
requires this.time = X ;
ensures this.time = X + 1 ;
void tick() {
this.time := this.time+ 1 ;
}
}
class FastClock extends Clock {
…
requires this.time = X ;
ensures this.time = X + 2 ;
void tick() {
this.time := this.time+ 2 ;
}
}
Fig. 6. Example: dynamic binding.
requires c.time = X ;
ensures c.time = X + 2 ;
void doubleTick(Clock c) {
c.tick() ;
assert c.time = X + (c instanceof FastClock ? 2 : 1) ;
if (!(c instanceof FastClock)) {
assert ¬(c instanceof FastClock) ∧ c.time = X + 1 ;
c.tick() ;
}
}
Each of the two method calls has two veriﬁcation conditions, one for each implementation
of the method. The ﬁrst call c.tick() has veriﬁcation condition (5a) for the implementation
in Clock, and (5b) for the implementation in FastClock.
c∈∧(timeClock)[f(c)]=X∧c instanceof Clock∧¬(c instanceof FastClock)
∧(∀rec : Clock • (∀X • (timeClock[f(c)] = X ∧ rec = c → rec.time = X + 1))
→ c.time = X + (c instanceof FastClock ? 2 : 1) (5a)
c ∈  ∧ (timeClock)[f(c)] = X ∧ c instanceof FastClock
∧(∀rec : FastClock • (∀X •
(timeClock)[f((FastClock)c)] = X ∧ rec = c → rec.time = X + 2))
→ c.time = X + (c instanceof FastClock ? 2 : 1) (5b)
The effects of both implementations is (∅, {(Clock, time)}), which explains why the
expression c.time in the preconditions was substituted by (timeClock)[f(c)]. The clause
c ∈  is the predicate heap2. It is not difﬁcult to verify that both veriﬁcation conditions
are valid.
The veriﬁcation conditions (6a) and (6b) of the second call are more interesting because
the precondition of the call contains information regarding the class of the receiver.
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c ∈  ∧ ¬(c instanceof FastClock) ∧ (timeClock)[f(c)] = X + 1
∧c instanceof Clock ∧ ¬(c instanceof FastClock) ∧
(∀rec : Clock•(∀X • (timeClock)[f(c)]=X ∧ rec=c → rec.time = X+1))
→ c.time = X + 2 (6a)
c ∈  ∧ ¬(c instanceof FastClock) ∧ (timeClock)[f(c)] = X + 1
∧c instanceof FastClock ∧ (∀rec : FastClock • (∀X •
(timeClock)[f((FastClock)c)] = X ∧ rec = c → rec.time = X + 2))
→ c.time = X + 2 (6b)
The antecedent of (6b) is a contradiction, which trivializes this veriﬁcation condition. It
corresponds to an implementation that will not be executed. Veriﬁcation condition (6a) can
be proved by instantiating the logical variable X in the speciﬁcation of the method with the
value of X + 1 in the context of the call. Thus one can adapt method speciﬁcations to the
speciﬁcation of a call.
7. Object allocation and constructor methods
Object-oriented programs that cannot create new objects are of little interest. Omitting
object creation would reduce the language to a simple procedural language with a static
state of ﬁxed size. Therefore, we now turn our attention to object creation.
This section is divided in two parts. The ﬁrst part describes a weakest precondition
operation for the allocation of new objects. The allocation of a new object reserves heap
space for the internal state of the new objects, and initializes the ﬁelds to their default
values. The second part describes reasoning about object allocation in conjunction with the
execution of a constructor method.
7.1. Object allocation
Object creation and initialization starts with the allocation of new heap locations for the
internal state of the new object (see, e.g., [12]).We will assume that this part of the creation
always succeeds. After that, each ﬁeld of the new object is initialized to its default value.
In this section, we investigate the weakest preconditions of statements of the form
u := new C(), which allocate a new instance of class C and assign it to the local vari-
able u. For now, we assume that these statements do not trigger a constructor method.
Our aim in this section is to deﬁne an operation [newC/u], which computes the weakest
precondition of the statement u := new C() with regard to an arbitrary postcondition. The
operation will be deﬁned by structural induction on formulas P and logical expressions l.
As usual, we want l[newC/u] to be an expression that has the same value in the initial state
as l after the execution of the statement. If we extend this approach to formulas we ensure
that P [newC/u] can be evaluated in the initial state in order to predict if P will hold in the
extended state.
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null[newC/u] ≡ null
this[newC/u] ≡ this
v[newC/u] ≡ v (v ≡ u)
op(l¯)[newC/u] ≡ op(l¯[newC/u])
undef[newC/u] ≡ undef
z[newC/u] ≡ z
(z[l])[newC/u] ≡ z[l[newC/u]]
(z.length)[newC/u] ≡ z.length
Fig. 7. Selected simple cases of the weakest precondition operation of object allocation.
The main complication for the deﬁnition of [newC/u] are expressions l that have as value
the new object that is allocated by the statement. It is clear that there is no expression that
references this object prior to its creation. For this reason, we cannot deﬁne the operation
recursively in all cases. Sometimeswe have to resolve an expression at a higher level because
it involves a reference to the new object u. Such a contextual analysis of these references is
possible because one can statically predict the outcome of any operation on the new object.
The value of u.x in the extended state, for example, is the default value of this ﬁeld.
Note that u is the unique reference to the new object in the state that results from the
execution of u := new C(). Other expressions that may have the same value are expressions
of the form (D)l, for some superclass D of C, and conditional expressions. We can further
reduce the set of expressions that may refer to the new object to the set of expressions of the
form u, (D)u, and conditional expressions by rewriting all expressions into a normal formal
that contains no casts of conditional expressions, and no nested casts of u. This rewriting
process simpliﬁes the deﬁnition of the weakest precondition operation of object allocation
[newC/u] that we give afterwards. We denote the operation that rewrites assertions into
this normal form by uC . It is deﬁned by induction on l. Its only characteristic case is as
follows:
((D)l)uC ≡


l1 ? ((D)l2)uC : ((D)l3)uC if luC ≡ l1 ? l2 : l3,
(D)u if luC ≡ (E)u and C  E,
(D)undef if luC ≡ (E)u and C  E,
(D)(luC) otherwise.
The substitution uC is value-preserving. Moreover, it always replaces an expression by an
expression of the same type.
We can now deﬁne l[newC/u] by induction on l. A number of straightforward cases of
l[newC/u] are gathered in Fig. 7. We will discuss the more complex cases below.
The most complex cases involve operators that may be applied to the new object. Expres-
sions of the form l.x, l instanceof D, and l = l belong to this category, and will therefore
have to be analyzed separately. We will discuss them in that order.
In order to deﬁne l.x[newC/u], we must distinguish four cases: the three expressions
that may have the value of u, and a rest category. The ﬁelds of the new object are initialized
to their default value, which depends on the type of the ﬁeld. We denote the default value
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of a program type t by def(t). We have def(boolean) ≡ false, def(int) ≡ 0, and def(C) ≡
(C)null for every class C. The deﬁnitions of the four cases are as follows:
u.x[newC/u] ≡ def([|u.x|]),
((D)u).x[newC/u] ≡
{
def([|((D)u).x|]) if C  D,
undef otherwise,
(l1 ? l2 : l3).x[newC/u] ≡ l1[newC/u] ? l2.x[newC/u] : l3.x[newC/u],
l.x[newC/u] ≡ (l[newC/u]).x.
The third equation is only correct if l2 and l3 have the same type as the conditional expression
itself. Let li be either l2 or l3. If the type of li does not equal the type E of the conditional
expression l1 ? l2 : l3, then one should substitute li .x in the right-hand side by (((D)li)uC).x
to prevent problems with ﬁeld shadowing, where D the type of the conditional expression.
The last equation describes the result of l.x[newC/u] on all remaining expressions l.
The deﬁnition of l instanceof D[newC/u] requires a similar case split. We distinguish
the following cases (the last equation describes all remaining cases):
u instanceof D[newC/u] ≡
{
true if C  D,
false otherwise,
((E)u) instanceof D[newC/u] ≡


undef if C  E,
true if C  D,
false otherwise,
(l1 ? l2 : l3) instanceof D[newC/u] ≡ l1[newC/u] ? (l2 instanceof D)[newC/u]
: (l3 instanceof D)[newC/u],
l instanceof D[newC/u] ≡ (l[newC/u]) instanceof D.
The deﬁnition of (l1 = l2)[newC/] is interesting because it sometimes yields a result that
is simpler than the original postcondition. If either l1 or l2 is a conditional expression, we
can delay the application of the operation.
((l1 ? l2 : l3) = l4)[newC/u] ≡ l1[newC/u]?(l2 = l4)[newC/u] :(l3 = l4)[newC/u],
(l1 = (l2 ? l3 : l4))[newC/u] ≡ l2[newC/u]?(l1 = l3)[newC/u] :(l1 = l4)[newC/u].
If the left-hand expression in l1 = l2 is equal to u we must distinguish three cases.
(u = u)[newC/u] ≡ true,
(u = (D)u)[newC/u] ≡
{
true if C  D,
false otherwise,
(u = l)[newC/u] ≡ false.
The ﬁrst equation is obviously correct. The value of (D)u in the second equation equals
undef ifC  D, which implies that the result of the comparison is false. In the ﬁnal equation,
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l denotes an old object that cannot be equal to u. The symmetric cases of the above equations
lead to the same result.
The remaining three cases are as follows:
((D)u = (E)u)[newC/u] ≡
{
true if C  D equals C  E,
false otherwise,
((D)u = l)[newC/u] ≡
{
false if C  D,
undef = (l[newC/u]) otherwise,
(l1 = l2) ≡ (l1[newC/u]) = (l2[newC/u]).
The conditions C  D and C  E check if the casts succeed. The value of ((D)u = (E)u)
is equal to true if both the casts succeed, or if they both fail. The last equation covers all
remaining cases.
Finally, we have
(D)l[newC/u] ≡ (D)(l[newC/u])
l1 ? l2 : l3[newC/u] ≡ l1[newC/u] ? l2[newC/u] : l3[newC/u]
if the operation is deﬁned on the subexpressions. The operation is left undeﬁned for the
expressions that may have the new object as their value. However, the above deﬁnitions
ensure that l[newC/u] is deﬁned on any boolean expression l, which is what is required to
deﬁne [newC/u] on all formulas.
The deﬁnition of P [newC/u] for a formula P is simple in most cases, but quantiﬁcation
requires some care. If the quantiﬁcation domain of a formula (∃z • P) includes the new
object u, then the formula may also hold in the extended state for the new object.
The following cases are standard:
(¬P)[newC/u] ≡ ¬(P [newC/u]),
(P ∧Q)[newC/u] ≡ (P [newC/u]) ∧ (Q[newC/u]),
(∃z : t • P)[newC/u] ≡ (∃z : t • P [newC/u]), if t ∈ {int(∗), boolean(∗)}.
Formulas that quantify over the domain of a primitive type are not affected byobject creation.
A formula that quantiﬁes over objects may also hold for the new object after its creation,
which leads to the following case.
(∃z : D • P)[newC/u]
≡
{
(∃z : D • P [newC/u]) ∨ (P [u/z]uC[newC/u]) if C  D,
(∃z : D • P [newC/u]) otherwise.
The ﬁrst case corresponds to a domain extension. The ﬁrst disjunct of this case represents
the possibility that P holds for an old object, whereas the second disjunct shows that P
may also hold for the new object. The substitution [u/z] is an instance of the substitution
operation that is deﬁned in Section 4.1.
A formula (∃z : D∗ • P) holds in the extended state for a sequence of objects that may
include the new object at various indices if C is a subclass of D. This sequence can be
encoded in the initial state by means of an additional boolean sequence z′ of the same
length of z. The function of the sequence z′ is to indicate at which position the new object
occurs in the sequence z. The convention will be that z[i] is the new object iff z′[i] = true.
An additional syntactical operation [z′, u/z]will replace refers to z[i] by u according to this
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convention. Its characteristic cases are as follows:
(z.length)[z′, u/z] ≡ z.length,
z[l][z′, u/z] ≡ z′(l′) ? (E)u : z[l[z′, u/z]], where E = [|z[l]|].
The operation [z′, u/z] is deﬁned for the remaining expressions and extended to assertions
in the standard way. It is not deﬁned on z, but z can only occur in the two contexts that are
described above.
Given this encoding, we can now deﬁne the ﬁnal case of the substitution.
(∃z : D∗ • P)[newC/u]
≡
{
(∃z • (∃z′ • z.length = z′.length ∧ (P [z′, u/z]uC[newC/u]))) if C  D,
(∃z : D∗ • P [newC/u]) otherwise.
With the substitution [newC/u] we can check proof outlines of statements that allocate
new objects such as the one below.
assert P ; u := new C() ; assert Q ;
The corresponding veriﬁcation condition is P → Q[newC/u] provided that the statement
triggers no constructor method. Constructor methods are the topic of the next section. We
will end this section with a small example. Consider the following proof outline, which
shows that allocation of a new object of class Cwith some integer ﬁeld x does not invalidate
the invariant (∀z : C • z.x0).
assert (∀z : C • z.x0) ; u := new C() ; assert (∀z : C • z.x0) ;
The weakest precondition of u := new C() with regard to this invariant is computed as
follows:
(∀z : C • z.x0)[newC/u]
≡ (∀z : C • (z.x0)[newC/u]) ∧ ((z.x0)[u/z][newC/u])
≡ (∀z : C • (z.x[newC/u])(0[newC/u])) ∧ ((u.x0)[newC/u])
≡ (∀z : C • z.x0) ∧ ((u.x)[newC/u])(0[newC/u]))
≡ (∀z : C • z.x0) ∧ (00).
The ﬁrst step can be explained by observing that both the old objects (the ﬁrst clause) and the
new object must satisfy the invariant. It is clear that the actual precondition of the creation
statement implies the weakest precondition computed above.
7.2. Constructor methods
In this section, we combine the results of the previous two sections to describe the
veriﬁcation conditions of statements that allocate a new object and initialize its ﬁelds by
means of a constructor method. That is, we will deﬁne the veriﬁcation conditions of proof
outlines of the following form:
assert P ; u := new C(e¯) ; assert Q ;
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The parameters e¯ are the actual parameters of the constructor method of classC.We assume
that the execution of this statement corresponds to the semantics of such statements in Java
[12]. This means that ﬁrst the new object is allocated, and its ﬁelds are initialized to their
default value, as described in the previous section. Then, the constructor method is called
with the new object as receiver. Finally, the new object is assigned to the variable u. The
order of the last two steps is important because occurrences of u in e¯would otherwise denote
the new object.
The above description suggests that the proof outline could be expanded in the following
way (with fresh a special-purpose local variable that denotes the new object):
assert P ; fresh := new C() ; fresh.C(e¯) ; u := fresh ; assert Q ;
We assume in this proof outline that fresh.C(e¯) denotes a call of the constructor method in
class C with parameters e¯. This expansion reveals a problem: it requires two intermediate
assertions. The postcondition of the constructor call is correctly described by the assertion
Q[fresh/u], but there is no clear candidate for the precondition of the call because we have
no weakest precondition operation for method calls in the logic.
To solve this problem, we allow the programmer to specify the intermediate assertion.
This means that the annotation should contain two separate preconditions P1 and P2 for
each statement, which would encode the following proof outline.
assert P1 ; fresh := new C() ; assert P2 ; fresh.C(e¯) ; u := fresh ; assert Q ;
We introduce the keyword intermediate for the second precondition assertions. The variable
fresh is only allowed in intermediate assertions that are marked with this keyword. The
keyword may only be used in front of a creation statement. An actual proof outline of a
creation statement then has the following form.
assert P1 ; intermediate P2 ; u := new C(e¯) ; assert Q ;
It has the following two veriﬁcation conditions (assuming that the constructor method is
annotated with precondition P ′ and postconditionQ′).
P1 → P2[newC/fresh] (7)
heap2 ∧ P2 ∧ (∀z¯¯ • (P ′[fresh, e¯/this, u¯]) → (∃v¯ •Q′[fresh/this]))
→ Q[fresh/u]
(8)
Proof obligation (7) corresponds to the allocation of the object, whereas (8) checks the
call to the constructor method. The latter proof obligation is deﬁned along the lines of
Section 6. In actual proof outlines, one only needs to supply P2 because P2[newC/fresh]
is a valid candidate for the assertion P1. In this case, the ﬁrst veriﬁcation condition can be
dropped because it will be trivially true.
The keyword fresh makes the logical variable rec redundant. The keyword fresh should
not be included in v¯ and z¯. We assume that  denotes the effects of the constructor method,
which are simply the effects of its body. Note that constructor calls are always bound
statically to an implementation (even if we would allow constructor overloading).
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class C {
int x ;
requires u = X1 ∧ ¬(D = this) ∧D.x = X2 ;
ensures this.x = X1 ∧D.x = X2 ;
C(int u) {
this.x := u ;
}
requires (∀o : C • o ∈ S) ;
ensures result.x = this.x ∧ ¬(result ∈ S) ;
C clone() {
int u ;
intermediate ¬(fresh ∈ S) ∧ ¬(fresh = this) ;
u := new C(this.x) ;
return u ;
}
}
Fig. 8. Example: cloneable objects.
7.3. An example
Wewill ﬁnish our discussion of object creationwith an example that involves a constructor
method. The example concerns a minimal class C (for Clonable) with a constructor method
and a clone method. A proof outline of the class is listed in Fig. 8. The capital letters are
logical variables again. The interesting part of this example is the creation statement in the
clone method. Its proof outline is as follows:
assert (∀o : C • o ∈ S) ;
intermediate ¬(fresh ∈ S) ∧ ¬(fresh = this) ;
u := new C(this.x) ;
assert u.x = this.x ∧ ¬(u ∈ S) ;
Note that we substituted result by u in the postcondition of the method to obtain
the actual postcondition of the creation statement. The speciﬁcation expresses that the
new object u is fresh, and that its x ﬁeld gets the corresponding value of the cloned
object.
The speciﬁcation of the constructor method states that ﬁeld x of the receiver gets the
initial value of parameter u. The annotation also implies that ﬁeld x of every other object is
not modiﬁed by the method.
The ﬁrst veriﬁcation condition of this proof outline corresponds to the allocation of the
new object. It is the implication
(∀o : C • o ∈ S) → (¬(fresh ∈ S) ∧ ¬(S = this))[newC/fresh]).
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The following computation shows the effect of [newC/fresh] on the clause ¬(fresh ∈ S).
¬(fresh ∈ S)[newC/fresh]
≡ ¬(∃i : int • 0 i < S.length ∧ S[i] = fresh)[newC/fresh]
≡ ¬(∃i : int • 0 i < S.length ∧ ((S[i] = fresh)[newC/fresh]))
≡ ¬(∃i : int • 0 i < S.length ∧ false).
The clause S[i] = fresh is reduced to false because S[i] cannot be equal to the new object
fresh. The resulting formula is equivalent to true.
The call to the constructor method has the following veriﬁcation condition.
this ∈  ∧ fresh ∈  ∧ ¬(fresh ∈ S) ∧ ¬(fresh = this)
∧(∀X1 • (∀D • (∀X2 • (xC)[f(this)] = X1
∧¬(D = fresh) ∧ (xC)[f(D)]=X2 → fresh.x=X1 ∧D.x=X2)))
→ fresh.x = this.x ∧ ¬(fresh ∈ S)
It is not difﬁcult to check that the veriﬁcation condition holds. The clause fresh.x = this.x
follows from the speciﬁcation of the constructor method with (xC)[f(this)] for X1, this
for D, and (xC)[f(D)] for X2. The clause ¬(fresh ∈ S) occurs in the antecedent of the
veriﬁcation condition.
8. Related work
In this paper, we described a proof outline logic for object-oriented programs which
reduces proof outlines to veriﬁcation conditions. The logic was designed in such a way
that the resulting proof obligations are merely formulas of the speciﬁcation language; the
speciﬁcation language itself is a minimal extension of the set of programming language
expressions.
The adaptation rule described in this paper distinguishes our logic from previous work
on logics for object-oriented programming languages. Most other logics seem to be based
on the survey of Apt [3], which presents a set of rules for reasoning about procedure calls
that do not ﬁt in a proof outline logic. The impact of the adaptation rule on the veriﬁcation
process is large because method calls are the main computational mechanism in object-
oriented programming languages. Previous work on adaptation rules [8,15,23,27] focusses
on imperative languages with global variables. The soundness of adaptation rules always
depends on the state changes that method executions may cause, which means that such
rules are necessarily tailored to a speciﬁc language.
Proof outline logics have mainly been used in the context of concurrent programs. A
recent example concerns the proof outline logic of Ábrahám et al. for a multi-threaded
subset of Java with monitors [2]. It is based on a two-level (local and global) variant of
the same speciﬁcation language. The logic does not address subtyping, inheritance, and
constructor methods. Moreover, its rule for method calls is derived from the cooperation
test [4] for communicating processes in CSP instead of the adaptation rule on which our
logic is based.
Most work on program logics for object-oriented programs concerns Hoare logics.
For example, the LOOP tool [7] reduces proof outlines of sequential Java programs with
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annotations in JML [17] to Hoare triples in PVS. The corresponding program logic consists
of derived rules in the logic of the theorem prover. Some steps of proofs can be performed
with derived weakest-precondition rules [16], but the ﬁnal steps of each proof are proved
in terms of the underlying semantical model of sequential Java.
A (relatively) complete Hoare-style calculus for a substantial subset of Java has been
proposed by von Oheimb [26]. The abstraction level of this work differs greatly from our
proof outline logic because it is based on the higher-order logic of Isabelle. The applicability
of the logic in the context of proof outlines is unclear.
Tang andHofmann [36] describe an algorithm for the generation of veriﬁcation conditions
for Abadi en Leino’s program logic [1] without solving the incompleteness of the latter.
Abadi and Leino believe that the incompleteness is caused by their use of a “global store”
model.
A similar store model in the assertion language is also the basis of the Hoare-style logic
for a Java-subset of Poetzsch-Heffter and Müller [22,34]. Their model leads to compara-
tively simple rules for state updates and object creation. However, the resulting veriﬁcation
conditions must then be proved using a substantial set of additional axioms for reason-
ing about store extensions and modiﬁcations. They introduced virtual methods to structure
reasoning about method calls with dynamic binding, but they use the standard rules for
reasoning about method calls that assume that the immutability of the local variables of
a caller during a call is reﬂected in the speciﬁcation of the corresponding method using
logical variables (see Section 6.6). Müller’s thesis [22] introduces universe types to reason
modularly about modiﬁes clauses and invariants in open programs. These techniques seem
to be orthogonal to their programming logic and could therefore also be integrated in a
proof outline logic.
Currently, several tools [9,21] are being developed that translate proof outlines of Java
program into an intermediate language before calculating the veriﬁcation conditions. This
translation stepmakes it hard to give a ﬁne-grained comparison between these logics and our
proof outline logic. Our work clearly contrasts with these approaches because we compute
the proof obligations immediately from the proof outlines, and the resulting veriﬁcation
conditions are also merely formulas over program expressions. This should make it easier
for the average programmer to interpret them.
The ESC/Java tool [11] also uses an intermediate guarded command language. It is
intended for light-weight program speciﬁcations, and as such provides an alternative for full
program veriﬁcation. It performs extended static checking on Java programs. Its successor
ESC/Java2 [10] tries to bridge the gap between ESC/Java and JML, and also checks frame
conditions.
The Spec# programming system [5] includes an automatic program veriﬁer, called
Boogie, for a superset of C#. It approximates the effects of loops by replacing them by
havoc statements. Boogie also comes with a new approach to invariants that overcomes
problems with callbacks. Its invariant methodology can handle invariants over shared [6,24]
and encapsulated [19] state. It can even be stretched to support invariants that are falsiﬁable
by object creation [33]. Boogie’s invariant methodology is meant to be sound, and it is also
suitable for proof outline logics.
Program logics for languages with pointers may also beneﬁt from the insights that have
been gained in the development of separation logic [25,35], which currently mainly targets
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languages like C. The main feature of separation logic is the explicit separation operator in
assertions that ensures that disjoint parts of the heap are speciﬁed separately. However, we
feel that it is too early to say which features of such logics can and should be integrated in
a logic for modern object-oriented programming languages like Java and C# that abstract
from low-level pointer manipulations. Moreover, the Boogie approach to invariants already
deals well with reentrant method calls, whereas the hypothetical frame rule [25] may not
be ﬂexible enough for such patterns.
9. Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper is a proof outline logic for object-oriented programs.
Its purpose is to reduce proof outlines of object-oriented programs to a set of proof obliga-
tions that are merely formulas of the assertion language. Moreover, the assertion language
is closely tailored to the programming language, which makes it easier for programmers to
specify their programs.
The many syntactical operations in the proof outline logic clearly demand tool support.
Calculating the veriﬁcation conditions by hand is quite a laborious process, which is likely
to contain more errors than the code itself. We have developed a veriﬁcation condition
generator for proof outlines that automatically computes the proof obligations. Since these
proof obligations are only formulas of the assertion language it is a simple task to translate
them into the logic of a theorem prover. This step is also performed by the above mentioned
tool for a speciﬁc theorem prover, but it would be a simple matter to support other theorem
provers. The tool currently supports a subset of Java that slightly extends the language that
we considered in this paper.
9.1. Formal results
Wehave proved several formal properties of the proposed logic.Theweakest precondition
operations of assignments and object allocation have been proved to be sound in a technical
report [29]. In the same report we also proved that the Hoare logic that is based on these
operations is (relatively) complete. Soundness of the adaptation rule for method rules is
proved in another report [30], which also shows that the adaptation rule can replace several
traditional rules for reasoning aboutmethod callswithout loosing the completeness property.
Soundness of the proposed rule for constructor methods follows from these results.
9.2. Future work
Some of the examples in this paper reveal that the speciﬁcation of object-oriented classes
andmethods has many recurring patterns, like referring to the initial value of a parameter, or
specifying that the return value is a fresh object. The speciﬁcation effort can be reduced by
introducing predicates for these patterns. The JML speciﬁcation language for Java programs
[17] contains many useful examples of such predicates. The formal connection between
these predicates and proof outlines is, however, not always clear. We aim to study these
relations in the future.
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